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ACCELERATING TOWARDS CLIMATE NEUTRALITY
WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT STUCK IN NEUTRAL:
THE EMERGING ROLE OF U.S. BUSINESSES, CITIES, STATES, AND
UNIVERSITIES IN AGGRESSIVELY REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
By Dan Worth*

INTRODUCTION
eadership on climate change is lacking at the federal
level in the United States. Progress at the international
level is little better. Although the Kyoto Protocol has
finally gone into effect with Russia’s recent ratification, it only
requires an actual 2.5% reduction of greenhouse gas (“GHG”)
emissions by 2012 for developed countries.1 China, India, and
other important developing countries currently are outside the
regime. These realities stand in sharp contrast to the 70-95%
immediate reductions in GHG emissions many credible scientists believe is necessary to prevent further irreparable harm to
the planet.2
Despite the federal vacuum, an increasing number of
businesses, cities, states, and universities have launched
aggressive efforts to reduce GHG emissions. These efforts have
come in response to increasing pressure from various sources,
including impending litigation, international regulation, fear of
domestic regulation, and climate-focused shareholder resolutions. As successful GHG emissions reduction case studies
emerge, businesses, governments, institutions, and individuals
are discovering that aggressively reducing GHG emissions can
make good business sense on many levels.3
Recently, the concept of “climate neutrality”4 has come into
vogue given the growing calls to move beyond carbon cuts to
carbon negative strategies in order to return to the 280 parts per
million (“ppm”) atmospheric carbon concentration of pre-industrial times from today’s level of 380 ppm. Many scientists
believe these measures are necessary to mitigate and reverse –
where still possible – the impacts already set in motion, including the now possible loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet.5
This move is important for two reasons. First, the U.S. now
emits as many GHGs as 2.6 billion people in 151 developing
nations.6 Given the global consequences of climate change, we
are morally responsible for reducing our own contributions.
Second, the U.S. must play an increasing international role in
curbing the emissions of countries like China, whose emissions
are predicted to grow by 3.3% per year through 2025, increasing China’s share of global carbon dioxide emissions from
twelve percent in 2000 to eighteen percent in 2025.7 As the
world’s largest market and largest GHG emitter with the second
highest gross domestic product per capita, the U.S. could be an
incredibly effective technological and moral leader on this issue.
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This article will explore the roots of climate neutrality,
identify some of the drivers of the growing movement
towards climate neutrality in the absence of federal action, and
highlight leading case studies from businesses, cities, states,
and universities.

THE ROOTS OF CLIMATE NEUTRALITY
“Climate neutrality” is a concept that originated at the end
of the last millennium through the work of the Climate Neutral
Network (“CNN”), which certifies products and companies as
“Climate Cool.”8 According to the CNN, a product, company, or
process is climate neutral if it is determined to have little or no
effect on the Earth’s climate.9 In 2000, Oberlin College commissioned a report from the Rocky Mountain Institute on how to
move the college campus to climate neutrality by 2020.10 Since
2002, event planners have also begun reducing and offsetting
emissions associated with their events and advertising them as
climate neutral.11 Achieving climate neutrality consists of
reducing as large of a percentage of GHGs as possible, estimating the remaining emissions, and then funding clean energy or
other GHG reduction efforts to offset any remaining emissions.
Another way to think about climate neutrality is to think
about net zero GHG emissions. This concept has already hit
auto showrooms in California, where the concepts of zero emissions vehicles (“ZEVs”) and low emissions vehicles (“LEVs”)
were born.12 Under this new framework, we can think of moving towards national climate neutrality as pursuing the goal of a
Zero Emissions Nation (“ZEN”).
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THE STICKS: THE DRIVERS OF CHANGE
FEAR OF LITIGATION
On July 21, 2004, Connecticut, New York, California, New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin, and the City of New
York filed a tort-based suit against electric power corporations13
in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York.14 The plaintiffs allege that the cumulative 650 million
tons of carbon dioxide emitted from defendants’ power plants
are contributing to a public nuisance under both state and
federal common law.15 They seek an order holding each of the
defendants jointly and severally liable for damages associated
with global warming and enjoining them to abate their nuisance
by capping emissions of carbon dioxide and reducing them by a
specified percentage for at least the next decade.16 This is just
one of several climate-related lawsuits being considered or
brought against major U.S. industries. The threat of liability and
negative public relations associated with these and other suits
provide an incentive for U.S. corporations to comply now to
mitigate their liability.17

FEAR OF CURRENT AND FUTURE
DOMESTIC REGULATION
The Climate Stewardship Act (“CSA”), introduced by
Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and Joseph Lieberman (D-CT) in
October 2003, was defeated by a surprisingly close 43 to 55 vote
in the U.S. Senate. In March 2004, similar legislation was introduced in the House of Representatives by Wayne Gilchrest
(R-MD) and John Olver (D-MA). Earlier this year, the bill was
jointly reintroduced into both Houses of Congress.18
The Climate Stewardship Act is modeled on the 1990 Clean
Air Act acid rain program and would create a market-based
emissions cap and trade program around several greenhouse
gases. Electric utilities, refiners of transportation fuels, and
major industrial and commercial entities would be regulated
under the program with large emitters required to report annual
emissions and return to 2000 emissions levels by 2010.
Several states have also adopted or are considering adopting Renewable Portfolio Standards (“RPS”) that would require
public utilities to make a certain percentage of the energy they
procure come from renewable sources such as wind, solar, or
biomass.19 Other state mandates, goals, and settlements are
leading public utilities to reduce their climate impacts and in the
process supporting emerging clean energy markets.
According to a report issued by the Rocky Mountain
Institute, future regulation that will cap emissions combined
with the uncertainty of energy costs and the energy market could
“hurt business performance and lower asset values of carbonintensive plants and equipment,” and threaten a company’s
market share.20 Fossil-fuel producers and users, in particular
coal and petroleum industries and U.S. electric utilities, most of
which rely on coal-fired generation, are likely to be the big
losers unless they can adapt to potential new regulations.21
The auto industry is also the focus of recent California legislation that calls for the reporting, certification, and reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions from mobile sources beginning
5

with 2009 auto models. The California bill notes that passenger
cars and light trucks are responsible for approximately 40% of
California’s total greenhouse gas pollution22 and requires that
the California Climate Action Registry work with the California
Air Resources Board (“CARB”) to “adopt regulations that
ensure reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases.”23 The bill
states that finding technological solutions to reduce emissions
will stimulate the California economy, provide jobs, and “continue the California automobile worker tradition of building cars
that use cutting edge technology.”24
Pursuant to this legislation, in September 2004, CARB
issued regulations that one group predicts would reduce global
warming gases by nearly 30 percent by 2016.25 In December
2004, the auto industry, led by the Alliance of International
Automobile Manufacturers, responded with a federal lawsuit in
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California
challenging the constitutionality of the state statute and a public
relations campaign to battle the suit.26 Currently several environmental nonprofits are putting pressure on the auto industry to
comply with these regulations. The California Governor’s office
is defending the State of California against the lawsuit and the
California Public Employees’ Retirement System (“CalPERS”)
is looking into the auto industry’s stance.27 Possibly in response
to this pressure as well as proposed shareholder resolutions (see
below), Ford Motor Company agreed recently to study the climate impacts of its manufacturing activities and products.28

IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL REGULATION
In February 2005, the Kyoto Protocol went into effect
around the world with the U.S. standing on the sideline. U.S.
Congressional resistance to Kyoto was codified in 1997 through
Senate Resolution 98, sponsored by Senator Robert Byrd
(D-WV) and Senator Chuck Hagel (R-NE). In a brilliant legislative move, the Senators proposed a simple, but politically
elegant resolution that passed 95-0, “regarding the conditions
for the United States becoming a signatory to any international
agreement on greenhouse gas emissions under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.”29 The
resolution stated that “(1) the United States should not be a signatory to any protocol…which would – (A) mandate new commitments to limit or reduce greenhouse gas emissions for the
Annex I Parties [developed countries], unless the protocol or
other agreement also mandates new specific scheduled commitments to limit or reduce greenhouse gas emissions for
Developing Country Parties within the same compliance period,
or (B) would result in serious harm to the economy of the
United States.”30
In addition, any supporters of a protocol or other agreement
to limit GHG emissions must make sure the protocol is “accompanied by a detailed explanation of any legislation or regulatory
actions that may be required to implement the protocol or other
agreement and should also be accompanied by an analysis of the
detailed financial costs and other impacts on the economy of the
United States which would be incurred by the implementation
of the protocol or other agreement.”31 With these four lines,
Senators Byrd and Hagel framed the Kyoto Protocol in such a
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way as to effectively block entrance into any agreement
that focused on the developed world and to switch the heavy
economic burden of proof to protocol supporters.
Now that the Protocol has gone into effect, however, some
are predicting serious harm to the U.S. by not ratifying the
accord.32 According to Craig Ebert, a Consulting Managing
Director with ICF Consulting, an international energy solution
consulting group, “investments by corporate America to
improve the operating efficiency will have no value in the
emerging $5-10 billion-a-year global carbon credit market.
While U.S.-based companies with operations overseas could
take advantage of these market opportunities, many do not
understand the competitive implications of a carbon-constrained
global business environment.”33

SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTIONS
Recently, shareholder resolutions have been pushing corporations from within to consider their contributions to global
warming and find strategies to reduce emissions. Last year,
record numbers of shareholders in oil, gas, and auto companies
proposed and voted for resolutions that would require companies to disclose the financial risks climate change poses to their
future economic health and lay out steps to compete in
an increasingly international pressure-filled and carbonconstrained market.34 These resolutions have been initiated by
environmental non-profits and investor coalitions.
Many companies have reacted to these resolutions with
affirmative steps, including disclosing greenhouse gas emissions, setting GHG targets, investing in carbon-constrained
energy technologies, integrating climate risk into core business
strategies, and making boards responsible for overseeing
climate change strategies.35 These proposed resolutions are
forcing companies to realize the serious potential financial
impacts of climate change to investors.36

THE CARROTS: THE BENEFITS OF REDUCING
EMISSIONS AND CASE STUDIES
ANYTHING BUT BUSINESS AS USUAL –
BUSINESSES SET AND MEET REDUCTION TARGETS
Aided by groups like the Rocky Mountain Institute, the
Pew Center for Global Climate Change, Ceres, Clean Air – Cool
Planet, the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, and the World Resources Institute, U.S. corporations are reducing their GHG emissions and saving money in the
process.37 According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, applying
whole-systems thinking can provide end-use services at minimum cost38 and can also lead to other benefits such as motivating employees, attracting and retaining talent,39 and increasing
market positioning.40
One of the most successful case studies has come from BP
Amoco, which on the first day of the new millennium launched
a groundbreaking corporate GHG trading system with a goal of
reaching ten percent below 1990 levels by 2010. Slightly more
than two years later, BP reported they had met this goal at a projected savings of $650 million over the coming ten years.41 The
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Pew Center on Global Climate Change is working with several
other businesses that have set and met emissions reduction
goals,42 including:
• Deutshe Telekom, which reduced energy use by fifteen
percent from 1995 levels by 2000;
• Dupont, which has reduced emissions by 65 percent from
1990 levels, with an actual reduction by 2002 of 67 percent;
• Royal Dutch/Shell, which reduced emissions by ten percent
from 1990 levels; and
• Toyota Motor Manufacturing North America, which
reduced energy consumption per unit of production by
fifteen percent from 2000 levels.

THINKING GLOBALLY AND BEATING KYOTO LOCALLY
An increasing number of U.S. municipalities are committing to serious emissions reductions that meet and in some cases
surpass Kyoto. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
launched a $mart $avings program to help cities and states
reduce energy use.43 The U.S. Department of Energy runs a
Clean Cities Project to “advance the nation’s economic, environmental, and energy security by supporting local decisions to
adopt practices that contribute to the reduction of petroleum
consumption.”44 The International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives (“ICLEI”), which was launched in
1990 at United Nations headquarters in New York, runs a Cities
for Climate Protection program with 49 U.S. partners to create
a framework for reducing emissions.45
Two great examples come from the Pacific Northwest, where
the City of Seattle predicts a 40 percent reduction in emissions by
2012 and passed a resolution to require its municipal electric utility to mitigate the GHGs from one of its recent power purchases.46 Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels is also leading a charge to
convince mayors from around the country to voluntarily comply
with Kyoto.47 The city of Portland, Oregon also adopted a plan
that is slightly more aggressive than the Kyoto Protocol.48
In Telluride, Colorado, initial research steps are underway
to reduce emissions, and to save significant money in the
process. A recent report commissioned by the Telluride Town
Council, co-authored by Rick Heede (director of Climate
Mitigation Services, Inc., and co-author of the initial Oberlin
2020 study) suggests that the Town of Telluride can save 23 percent of its current energy costs, resulting in a savings of $53,650
per year by investing in electricity and gas saving retrofit measures.49 Cumulative net savings are estimated at $297,000 by
2011 to exceed $1 million in 2016.50

ATTAINING MULTIPLE STATES OF ZEN –
PROGRESS ON THE STATE LEVEL
Many governors and state governments have launched
efforts to lead the way through state climate initiatives, including at least eighteen state action plans,51 state regulations
including an increasing number of Renewable Energy Portfolio
Standards (“RPSs”),52 and regional multi-state initiatives. In
addition, at least three states, New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and
California, have developed greenhouse gas registries.53
6

One of the most ambitious multi-state efforts is the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (“RGGI”), an eleven-state
effort by Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic states to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions.54 Participating states and observers55 will
develop a regional strategy for controlling emissions including
a cap-and-trade program with a market-based emissions trading
system. The plan is scheduled for completion in April 2005 and
will limit emissions from electric power generators.56 The
stakeholder process includes representatives from twenty-four
groups.57 This effort is connected to the Regional Greenhouse
Gas Registry (“RGGR”), launched by Northeast States for
Coordinated Air Use Management (“NESCAUM”).58 Both
initiatives have come out of the New England Governors –
Eastern Canadian Premiers (“NEG/ECP”) Climate Action Plan,
adopted in August 2001, which shoots for a long-term goal of 75
to 85 percent GHG reductions.59

CHANGING THE CAMPUS CLIMATE:
SUCCESS STORIES WITHIN THE CAMPUS
GREENING MOVEMENT
The 4,000 colleges and universities in this country play a
lead role in training and educating the next generation of U.S.
and world leaders. Through their practices they also have a very
strong influence on the U.S. economy.60 In addition, it takes a
great deal of energy to provide services and housing to the more
than fifteen million students61 and thousands of professors on
today’s campuses, resulting in high aggregate GHG emissions.
The past five years have seen the emergence of a handful of
universities taking the technological and moral lead in combating climate change. Particularly successful efforts include
Harvard’s Campus Greening Initiative (“HGCI”),62 the Tufts
Climate Initiative (“TCI”),63 and work by the Environmental
Center at the University of Colorado-Boulder.64 In March 2005,
graduate students at the Bren School of Environmental Science
and Management at the University of California – Santa Barbara
launched a masters level graduate research project for the
National Association of Environmental Law Societies
(“NAELS”) to develop a long-term plan to aggressively move
the campus to climate neutrality.

WHERE THE BUFFALO (SUSTAINABLY) ROAM
In 2000, the University of Colorado Environmental Center
released a report called Blueprint for a Green Campus that
proposed “a vision of a growing, dynamic campus which steps
lightly upon the earth and satisfies additional demands for energy, transportation, and resources through increased efficiency
rather than increased consumption.”65 In a recent report, the
Center attempted to calculate the avoided costs its activities
have saved over the past five years. While noting the inherent
difficulties of calculating environmental savings, the authors
estimate that environmental programs save a net of over $5 million dollars annually on the Boulder campus.66 The study also
noted several non-economic benefits including increased
student involvement, enhanced student and faculty recruitment,
and better community relations.67
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COOLING THE CRIMSON
The Harvard Green Campus Initiative (“HGCI”) is an interfaculty organization that works to address the real life
challenges of achieving campus environmental sustainability
within Harvard University, to “support staff, students and
faculty at Harvard University to address campus sustainability
through the management of building design, construction,
renovation, procurement, landscape, energy, water, waste,
emissions, transportation, human health and productivity.”68
The Center was started in 2000 with a $70,000 grant. In
2001, the President and Provost of Harvard provided an additional $750,000 to further establish the Initiative. In addition,
Harvard created a $3 million Green Campus Loan Fund which
provides funding to projects that can generate a payback period
of five years or less, “generate infrastructure or behavioral
improvements that directly decrease Harvard University’s current environmental impact,” and “demonstrate an innovative
design and implementation approach.”69 The Center is currently funded by a combination of funding from the Office of the
President and Provost (twenty percent) and fee-for-service
partnerships between HGCI and Harvard University departments (80 percent).70
After four years of existence, the HCGI has reduced utility
costs by over $1 million and reduced GHG emissions by over
20 million pounds of carbon dioxide equivalent.71

STABILIZING THE IVORY TOWER
In 1999, Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts committed to meeting or beating the Kyoto target for universityrelated greenhouse gas emissions, which translates into real
reductions of 30 percent emissions by the year 2012. To support
these efforts, Tufts launched the Tufts Climate Initiative (“TCI”)
– composed of two faculty members, a full time staff member,
an outreach coordinator, and a graduate intern.72 The goal of the
TCI is to steer Tufts University towards a cleaner energy path.
TCI focuses on several areas including climate education, carbon dioxide reductions, research and monitoring, and events and
outreach.73 TCI’s carbon dioxide emissions reduction program
focuses on several areas including new construction, renovations, alternative fuels and fuel switching, energy efficient technologies, personal action initiatives, and a clean electricity
aggregation project.74 A recent five-year report notes that Tufts’
goal to meet Kyoto is possible but requires both commitment
and resources.75

CAMPUS CLIMATE NEUTRAL
In 2004, the National Association of Environmental Law
Societies (“NAELS”) launched a national project called
Campus Climate Neutral (“CCN”) to mobilize the university
community in support of climate solutions while engaging graduate students in for-credit, supervised research projects to develop long-term climate neutral action plans for university campuses. In February 2005, a group of Masters students at the
Donald Bren School of Environmental Science and
Management at the University of California – Santa Barbara
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW & POLICY

launched the first CCN project. Working with NAELS and the
California Climate Action Registry,76 under the supervision of
Professors Oran Young and Durwood Zaelke,77 these students
will do a comprehensive analysis of campus GHG emissions;
analyze technological, political, social, and financial hurdles;
and prepare a plan outlining several different paths to overcoming these hurdles and achieving climate neutrality. The effort
was launched at a California University Climate Summit at the
Bren School in February, 2005.78 This effort comes on the heels
of a study, now online, to achieve carbon neutrality at
Middlebury College supported by Clean Air – Cool Planet.79

THE NEXT NATIONAL MOVEMENT
In addition to these and other80 exciting university case
studies, a grassroots, university-based movement to address
GHG emissions has been developing this decade, leading to the
recent emergence of two very promising coalitions. On a student
level, a growing coalition of youth and student groups are
pushing for green energy purchases and other national and international emissions reduction efforts.81 On a professor and
administrator level, a growing coalition of professional groups
are working together and beginning to explore the possibility of

a Higher Education Climate Action Partnership (“HECAP”).
These coalitions will compliment ongoing campus campaigns
by established and nascent professional groups.82 These efforts
represent a growing interest at all levels of higher education to
catalyze campus GHG emissions reduction efforts, while
educating and training a new generation of world citizens and
leaders in the process.

CONCLUSION
At a recent April 2005 Ceres Conference, U.N. Foundation
President and former Colorado Senator Tim Wirth described the
current decade as one where climate change will be viewed as
an incredible opportunity rather than an interesting idea (1970s),
a problem (1980s), or a crisis (1990s).83 As this article shows,
increasing domestic and international pressure combined with
potential market opportunities are leading forward-thinking
cities, businesses, and universities to voluntarily adopt aggressive emissions reduction efforts. While these efforts are no substitute for action at the federal level, they are promising first
steps in a long-term push in this country to become a climate
neutral, and eventually climate negative, society.

ENDNOTES: Accelerating Towards Climate Neutrality
with the U.S. Government Stuck in Neutral
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